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• Area of fog and low clouds, from eastern Columbus and Bladen 
counties east to the coast, will break up leaving plenty of 
sunshine across the area through today.

• Temperatures will remain on the mild side this week, warmest  
today and Thursday,

• Minor coastal flooding will continue for the next few days.

• Weather will become more unsettled through mid week with 
plenty of clouds and increased chance of rain Tuesday and 
Wednesday.

• Some breaks in the clouds late Wednesday into Thursday with 
increasingly warm and humid conditions.

• Chance of showers and thunderstorms will increase Thursday 
night into Friday ahead of an approaching cold front.

• For marine interests, increasing southerly winds Thursday night 
into Friday could push seas into Small Craft Advisory conditions.

• The week will end with much drier and cooler high pressure 
building in just in time for the weekend.



**Temps will vary slightly depending on your location.



Front lingering to the 

south will lift slowly 

back north with 

increasing clouds and 

chances of rain 

Tuesday into 

Wednesday.



Deeper layer moisture 

will keep plenty of 

clouds and greater 

potential for rain 

through Wednesday, 

especially inland 

areas.



Warm front will lift north of the area leaving warm and humid conditions 

Wednesday night into Thursday ahead of an approaching cold front. 

There will be increasing breaks of sunshine on Thursday. Should see 

the main shower and thunderstorm activity associated with the cold front 

remain west of local forecast area, with only a slim chance of a shower 

for Trick-or-Treating Thursday evening.



Graphs showing potential for minor coastal flooding this 
week, mainly during the higher of the 2 high tides, 

morning to mid afternoon. 
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